Laser processed calcium phosphate reinforced CoCrMo for load-bearing applications: Processing and wear induced damage evaluation.
To mitigate shortcomings in current biomedical CoCrMo alloy, composites of CoCrMo with calcium phosphate (CaP) were envisioned. CoCrMo alloy was reinforced with CaP to enhance the wear resistance of the alloy. A powder based direct energy additive manufacturing technique of Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS™) was used for processing of CoCrMo alloy with 1% and 3% (by weight) of CaP in the form of hydroxyapaptite. Addition of CaP was found to stabilize the ε (hcp) phase along with the more common γ (fcc) phase of the CoCrMo alloy, and the microstructure showed discontinuous chromium carbide phase. The resultant composite showed hardness similar to the base material, however, there was significant increase in the wear resistance of the alloy due to the addition of CaP. During wear testing, a tribo-layer or a tribofilm was found to develop on the surface. This led to the reduction in the leaching of Co and Cr ions during wear testing. The tribofilm was found to be dependent on the wear distance, and made the CoCrMo-CaP composites an in situ self-protecting system. The overall coefficient of friction of the CoCrMo-CaP composite was found to increase but was more stable with the wear distance as compared to the CoCrMo alloy with no CaP addition. Co-based alloys, an ideal choice for biomedical load-bearing implants, show low wear rates along with low coefficient of friction (COF) and good resistance to corrosive media. However, significant material loss can occur in vivo due to wear and/or corrosion of CoCrMo over long periods of time. Release of metal ions in the human body over time leads to medical complications such as metallosis, which can often require a revision surgery that can adversely affect the quality of life for the patient. We hypothesize that metal ion release from CoCrMo alloys can be reduced during articulation using an in situ formed inorganic tribofilm, and our results validate our hypothesis in calcium phosphate reinforced CoCrMo composites.